CMU Inventory Tags

Throughout the years, CMU has used several different styles of tags to accommodate our ever-changing needs. Below is a brief description of each. We hope that this information will make conducting your inventory easier.

- **Metal tags**
  These tags were used through July of 2002. The last tag was # 103000.

- **Polyester Serialized Tags**
  After the metal tags we moved onto a polyester tag until 2011. This series ran from tag # 103001 – 131000.

- **Polyester Serialized and Barcoded Tags**
  The use of barcoded tags began in October, 2011. The first tag # of this sequence is # 131001.

- **Blue Grant Indication Tag**
  (Used in conjunction with the other tags)
  These tags are placed onto assets that were purchased with grant funds. They are meant to serve as a “red flag” to departments. These assets cannot be transferred or disposed of without authorization by Fixed Assets.

If you have further questions regarding tags or any other inventory issue, please contact the Fixed Assets department at assets@cmich.edu or (989)774-6784.